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Abstract: Setting the appropriate controllers for aircraft stability and control augmentation systems 

are complicated and time consuming tasks. As in the Linear Quadratic Regulator method gains are 

found by selecting the appropriate weights or as in the Proportional Integrator Derivative control by 

tuning gains. A trial and error process is usually employed for the determination of weighting 

matrices, which is normally a time consuming procedure. Flight Control Law were optimized and 

designed by combining the Deferential Evolution algorithm, the Linear Quadratic Regulator method, 

and the Proportional Integral controller. The optimal controllers were used to reach satisfactory 

aircraft’s dynamic and safe flight operations with respect to the augmentation systems’ handling 

qualities, and design requirements for different flight conditions. Furthermore the design and the 

clearance of the controllers over the flight envelope were automated using a Graphical User 

Interface, which offers to the designer, the flexibility to change the design requirements. In the aim of 

reducing time, and costs of the Flight Control Law design, one fitness function has been used for both 

optimizations, and using design requirements as constraints. Consequently the Flight Control Law 

design process complexity was reduced by using the meta-heuristic algorithm. 

Key Words: Flight Control; Linear Quadratic Regulator; Optimal Control; Heuristic Algorithm; 

Differential Evolution; Control Augmentation System; Stability Augmentation System; Proportional 

Integrator Derivative  Tuning. 

NOMENCLATURE 

x(t)             = State space parameter of the system 

θ, φ            = Pitch, and roll angles  

u, v, w        = Speeds along the Ox, Oy, Oz axes 

p, q, r         = Angular speeds along  the Ox, Oy, Oz axes 

V                = Total Aircraft Speed 
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δ𝑒 , δ𝑎 , 𝛿𝑟    = Elevator, Aileron, and rudder deflections 

ISE             = Integral Square Error 

OS           = Overshoot range 

Ts               = Settling Time 

ess              = Steady State Error 

P                = Positive Semi-Definite Matrix 

CAS      = Control Augmentation System 

DE             = Differential Evolution 

LFR   = Linear Fractional Representation 

LQR        = Linear Quadratic Regulator 

SAS        = Stability Augmentation System 

J                 = LQR Cost Function 

K                = Feedback Gain 

ki                = Integral Gain 

kp               = Proportional Gain 

Kw             = Vertical speed Gain 

Kq              = Pitch rate Gain 

Q                = Weighting Matrix for the states 

R                = Weighting Matrix for control input  

n                      = Natural frequency 

                 = Damping coefficient 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The certification authorities need to ensure that the Flight Control System (FCS) operates 

properly through the specified flight envelope, when the safety of the new generations of 

aircrafts, which are fully Flight By Wire (FBW) relay importantly on its FCS. The Flight 

Control Law (FCL) from design to clearance process is a time consuming process, and it 

costs, especially for civil aircrafts that need to achieve higher safety. This process aims to 

prove that the aircraft’s robustness and flying requirements are satisfied. 

The use of the aircraft flying qualities as requirements criteria in the flight control 

design is rarely, if ever carried out in the practice [1]. Usually the flight control design is 

achieved and implemented as a part of avionics system, when the flying qualities are a part 

of aerodynamics. 

Flight control systems are designed to accomplish high aircraft performance with good 

or acceptable flying qualities within the flight envelope specified by the designer. However, 

in the real world the selection of a control law is commonly based on the experience of the 

engineers and the pilots in charge [2]. The flying qualities were considered for the first time 

in flight testing of the aircraft prototype, this process worked until the Fly By Wire 

technology were be implemented in the modern aircrafts, where the problem of the PIO 

appears and there were a loss of aircraft. 
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There are many ways in which the design of optimal flight control laws can be done 

using modern methods, such as the Linear Quadratic Regulation (LQR); the advantage of the 

LQR method is that it provides the smallest possible error to both its input and outputs while 

minimizing the control effort, where the error corresponds to the difference between the 

desired and the obtained value for system input and output. In case full states are measurable 

the LQR method ensures the obtaining of a stable controller for the nominal model, and 

provides cross-terms in the flight dynamics equations, and further, automatically leads to a 

robust control in the sense that the gain margin is infinite and the phase margin is greater 

than 60 deg. 

This is shown in [3] where the LQR method has been used for the Stability 

Augmentation System (SAS) control, and applied on Hawker 800XP business aircraft, and to 

alleviate gust effects in [4] on bomber aircraft. The LQR method has also been used in a 

longitudinal attitude controller designed for B747 aircraft [5], and in adaptive control for 

remotely controlled aircraft [6]. 

In the same way a PID controller was tuned in [7], and in [8], for a linear model of a 

morphing wing relying on the engineer’s experience, and validated on its nonlinear model. In 

order to overtake the time wasting during the trial and error method, many algorithms were 

developed in the last decades to optimize the controller performances. Using stochastic 

searching as an optimization algorithm is one of the most popular methods that have been 

used recently. 

Both Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), were used in the 

LQR optimization in [9], [10], [11], and [12]. Using the GA, the optimized LQR gains were 

used to improve the buck converter’s voltage control [13], and the distillation column control 

in [14]; in both those instances, better results of the control performances were found than 

those based on experience. By using the GA and PSO algorithms; in [15] and [16] an 

inverted pendulum and double inverted pendulum were controlled successfully. In [17], the 

authors have used a shift function combined with Neural Network  to improve a PID tuning 

algorithm for mobile robots. A social algorithm known as the ‘small world phenomenon’ 

was used in [18] to search for the shortest path  that could be taken by an algorithm for PID 

parameters tuning. The tuning of PID parameters was based on Fuzzy Logic in [19] and [20]. 

In [21], [22], and [23] the authors used a PID controller based on  genetic tuning. In [24- 29] 

the Differential Evolution and Genetic Algorithm were used to optimize robust flight 

controllers. 

So the main contributions of this paper firstly, is to apply an evolutionary algorithm 

such as the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm to optimize the Flight Control Laws, by 

combining the LQR modern control method for Stability Augmentation and the classical PI 

control method for the Control Augmentation System in one objective function, and 

secondly to consider some of the design specifications and flying qualities requirements as 

constraints in the design problem. Finally, to ease the design engineer’s work, the whole 

process is automated using a Graphical User Interface, to overcome to the time consuming 

process due to its iterative nature 

2. AIRCRAFT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 

The main idea of this study is to use the Differential Evolution Algorithm to search for the 

appropriate weighting matrices Q and R, where the LQR method is based on them; the 

optimal controller used as SAS is further obtained by solving the well known Ricatti 

equation. Then a second optimization follows to find the optimal CAS by using the PI 
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method. The linear longitudinal and lateral models of Cessna Citation X aircraft dynamics 

are given by using the state space matrices, also actuators and sensors dynamics are given. 

The SAS is used to stabilize the system response accordingly to the flying qualities 

requirements, and the CAS is used as tracking controller as shown in the aircraft closed loop 

architecture given in Figure 1. 

In the following sections, useful theories that will be utilized in this work are presented: 

the Cessna Citation X dynamics, the differential evolution algorithm, and the LQR methods. 
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Figure 1. Closed loop representation of the Cessna Citation X business aircraft 

3. CESSNA CITATION X AIRCRAFT 

The Cessna Citation X is the fastest civil aircraft in the world, as it operates at its speed 

upper limit given by Mach number of 0.935. The longitudinal and lateral motions of this 

business aircraft are described, as well as its flying qualities requirements. 

The aircraft nonlinear model for the development and validation of the flight control 

system used the Cessna Citation X flight dynamics, and was detailed by Ghazi  in [30]. This 

model was built in Matlab/ Simulink based on aerodynamics data extracted from a Cessna 

Citation X Level D Research Aircraft Flight Simulator designed and manufactured by CAE 

Inc. According to the Federal Administration Aviation (FAA, AC 120-40B), the Level D is 

the highest certification level that can be delivered by the Certification Authorities for the 

flight dynamics. 

The linearization routines developed by Ghazi and Botez in [31] were used to linearized 

, the aircraft longitudinal and lateral equations of motions for different aircraft configurations 

in terms of mass and center of gravity positions, and for different flight conditions in terms 

of altitudes and speeds, several comparisons of these models with the linear model obtained 

by use of identification techniques as proposed in [32] were performed. 

3.1 Aircraft dynamics 

The aircraft’s rotation and translation axes are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Representation of Cessna Citation X aircraft’s rotation (body) axes 

The motion of an aircraft can be represented with a nonlinear model, [33]. To design a 

controller for any aircraft, a linearization of the nonlinear aircraft model for flight conditions 

within the flight envelope given by the designer is required as a first step. Following the 

decoupling of the linearized aircraft motion into longitudinal and lateral motions, and their 

dynamics are given in the form of the state space matrices as follows: 

�̇� = A𝑥 + B𝑢 (1) 

The aircraft’s longitudinal dynamics are given by using the elevator as input as follows: 

�̇�𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 = Along𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 + Blong𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔   

ALong =

(

 

Xu Xw Xq
Zu Zw Zq

Mu +MẇZu Mw +MẇZw Mq +Mẇu0

−gcosθ 
0
0

0                     0                           1 0 )

 , BLong

= (

Xδe
Zδe

Mδe +MẇZδe
0

) 

(2) 

where the state vector     𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔(𝑡)    and control vector   𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔(t) are given by: 

𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔(𝑡) =  (u w q θ)T   and   𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔(𝑡) = δe (3) 

The aircraft’s lateral dynamics are given by using the aileron and the rudder as inputs: 

�̇�𝑙𝑎𝑡 = Alat 𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑡 + Blat𝑢lat  

ALat =

(

 

Yβ u0⁄ Yp u0⁄ −(1 − Yr u0⁄ )

Lβ Lp Lr
Nβ Np Nr

gcosθ0 u0⁄
0
0

0           1               0 0 )

 , BLat

=

(

 

Yδa u0⁄

Lδa
Nδa
0

Yδr u0⁄

Lδr
Nδr
0 )

  

(4) 

where the state vector 𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑡(𝑡) and control vector 𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡(𝑡)are given by: 
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𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑡(𝑡) =  (β p r ϕ)T                        and           𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = (δaδr)
T (5) 

The Cessna Citation X linear model is obtained for 72 flight conditions based on the 

Aircraft Flight Research Simulator tests performed at the LARCASE laboratory [32]. The 

linearized model is interpolated using the bilinear method [34] as represented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Flight points obtained by LFR models 

3.2 Design specifications and requirements 

The aircraft Flight Control System required airworthiness and handling qualities 

requirements that should be considered in the Flight Control Law design. These criteria are 

intended for satisfactory flight performance, and safety. In this research some of the flying 

qualities and time response specifications have been considered in the optimization problem 

for the flight controller design. Table 1 presents the desired flying qualities, and temporal 

criteria expressed in terms of damping [33], overshoot, steady state error, time constant, and 

settling time required for the longitudinal and lateral modes; the criteria were provided in the 

U.S “Military specification for the Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes MIL-STD-1797A”. 

Two modes are associated with an aircraft’s longitudinal motion: the short period, and the 

long period, known as phugoïd mode. Three modes are observed in the lateral aircraft 

motion: 1) the Dutch roll mode, 2) the spiral mode, and 3) the roll mode. 

Table 1. Aircraft flying qualities and temporal criteria 

Criteria  Type  Limits 

Overshoot  Temporal OS<30% 

Steady state error  Temporal ess≤2% 

Settling time  Temporal Ts≤4s 

Short period damping  Modal 0.3 ≤
sp   ≤ 2 

Phugoid damping Modal 0.04 ≤ 
ph  

Dutch roll damping  Modal 0.3 ≤
dr   ≤ 2 

Roll time constant  Temporal Tr<1.4 sec 
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4. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION 

The Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm was developed in 1995 by Price and Storn [35, 

36], and has been used in global optimization in many domains. The DE algorithm is a meta-

heuristic optimization algorithm that uses real values (which do not need any encoding and 

decoding operations) to represent problem parameters. The key concept of DE is its use of a 

differential operator to generate the mutant vector which allows population diversity. Flow 

charts given in Figure 4 summarize the DE algorithm used to search for the optimal LQR 

and PI gains. 

4.1 DE Initialization phase 

In this phase, the number of iterations or generations is fixed, the dimension of the problem 

is then determined according to the fitness function parameters number. Next, a vector is 

formed by the parameters to be optimized; at each generation, the i
th
 vector is described as: 

X⃗⃗ iG = [x1,iG, x2,iG, x3,iG, … . , xD,iG] (6) 

The population is initialized at random in its search space, where each parameter is 

limited by a lower and upper value. These boundaries are represented in vectors given by 

equations (6) and (7): 

X⃗⃗ imin = [x1,imin, x2,imin, x3,imin, … . , xD,imin] (7) 

X⃗⃗ imax = [x1,imax, x2,imax, x3,imax, … . , xD,imax] (8) 

The j
th
component of the i

th
 vector is initialized as: 

xj,i,0 = xj,min + randi,j[0,1]. (xj,max − xj,min) (9) 

where  0 ≤ randi,j[0,1] ≤ 1. 

Once the initialization phase is completed, the next step is the mutation operation. 

4.2 DE Mutation 

In DE algorithm, the “Mutation” is when different vectors change their parameters between 

them. So the “donor vector” is obtained from the differential mutation operation. Each 

“donor” vector is created from its corresponding i
th 

“target” vector. 

In the current population a sampling of three different vectors 𝑋 𝑟1𝑖 ,𝐺
 , 𝑋 𝑟2𝑖 ,𝐺

, 𝑋 𝑟3𝑖 ,𝐺
 at 

random is performed. 

For each “mutant” vector 𝑋 
𝑟𝑖
𝑖,𝐺

, three different indices 𝑟1
𝑖, 𝑟2

𝑖 , and 𝑟3
𝑖 , are chosen from the 

range [1, 𝑁𝑃] at random, where NP is the population number. Then the difference between 

two different vectors is weighted by a scalar 𝐹  selected at random to finally obtain the 

“donor” vector 𝑉𝑖𝐺, [27] as defined in equation (9): 

VIG = X⃗⃗ r1i ,G
+ F ∗ (X⃗⃗ r2i ,G

− X⃗⃗ r3i G
) (10) 

4.3 DE Crossover 

In the operation of the “crossover”, a “trial” vector  U⃗⃗ IG  results from the operation of 

exchanging components between the “donor” and the “target” vectors, which improve the 

population diversity: 
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  U⃗⃗ IG = [u1,iG, u2,iG, u3,iG, … , uD,iG] (11) 

There exist two crossover types: the exponential and the binomial. Two integers 𝑛 and 𝐿 

are chosen arbitrarily in the exponential crossover from the interval [1, 𝐷] , where D 

represents the dimension, which is the number of parameters subject to optimization [27], 

and then the trial vector is given as follows: 

 uj,iG = vj,iG  for j = 〈n〉D, 〈n + 1〉D, … . , 〈n + L − 1〉D (12) 

Else 

uj,iG = xj,iG , and     j ∈ [1, D] (13) 

where  〈. 〉 refers to the modulo function with modulus 𝐷. 

While in the binomial crossover the trial vector is given as: 

𝑢𝑗,𝑖𝐺 = 𝑣𝑗,𝑖𝐺   if      𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖,𝑗[0,1] ≤ Cr  or  𝑗 = 𝑗𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 (14) 

Else 

𝑢𝑗,𝑖𝐺 = 𝑥𝑗,𝑖𝐺  (15) 

After the population diversity has been assured with the crossover step, a selection 

operation is performed as detailed in the next phase. 

4.4 DE selection 

The operation of “selection” determined if the “target” or “trial” vectors survive in the next 

generation or not, and thus maintain a constant population size. The selection operation is 

outlined as: 

X⃗⃗ i,G+1 = U⃗⃗ i,G  if   f(U⃗⃗ i,G) ≤ f(X⃗⃗ i,G) (16) 

Else 

X⃗⃗ i,G+1 = X⃗⃗ i,G  if    f(U⃗⃗ i,G) > f(X⃗⃗ i,G) (17) 

Where f(X⃗⃗ i,G)  is the objective function or the “fitness” to be converged using an 

iteration process. 

4.5 Iteration 

The operations (Initialization, mutation, crossover and selection) listed above are repeated 

until the termination criteria have been met. 

These criteria are related to the maximum number of generations and to the convergence 

of fitness functions. 

5. LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATION (LQR) 

The LQR control algorithm is one of many optimal controls methods described in [37], [38] 

and used in an optimal way to stabilize the controlled system in [39], [40]. 

The LQR used as a control method in this context implies that a cost function must be 

determined in order to balance between the actuators’ effort and the aircraft’s responses. The 

weighting matrices Q and R need to be selected . Q represents the weighted state space 

matrix, 𝑅   represents the weighted control inputs’ matrix, 𝑥(𝑡) and 𝑢(𝑡) denote the state 
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space and input matrices of the aircraft. These matrices are selected to minimize the cost 

function   𝐽  given by the following equation: 

J =
1

2
∫[𝑥T(t)𝑄𝑥(t) + 𝑢T(t)𝑅𝑢(t)] dt 

∞

0

 (18) 

The Q matrix is of m×m and the R matrix is of n× n dimensions, as follows: 

𝑄 = [

𝑞11 ⋯ 𝑞1𝑚
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑞𝑚1 ⋯ 𝑞𝑚𝑚

] , 𝑅 =  [

𝑟11 ⋯ 𝑟1𝑛
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑟𝑛1 ⋯ 𝑟𝑛𝑛

]  

These Q and R matrices are used to determine the positive matrix P which is semi-

definite by use of the Ricatti equation [37]: 

𝑃𝐴 + 𝐴T𝑃 − 𝑃𝐵𝑅−1𝐵T𝑃 + 𝑄 = 0 (19) 

From equation (19) the gain vector K is then found by using the next equation: 

𝐾 = R−1𝐵T𝑃 (20) 

The control vector is then determined as follows: 

𝑢 = −𝐾(𝑄, 𝑅)𝑥(t) (21) 

5.1 DE algorithm for solving the LQR-PI problem 

The optimal controller is found using the following algorithm given by the flow charts in 

Figure 4 mentioned bellow: 

Set the population number NP; formed by the parameters of the weighting matrices Q 

and R (only the diagonal parameters are considered), and the PI gains, ki, kp; from the initial 

vector: 

X⃗⃗ IG = [𝑞1,𝑖𝐺 , 𝑞2,𝑖𝐺 , 𝑞3,𝑖𝐺 , … , 𝑞𝑚,𝑖𝐺 , 𝑟1,𝑖𝐺,…, 𝑟𝑛,𝑖𝐺 , 𝑘𝑖 , 𝑘𝑝 ] (22) 

Each of these parameters belongs to an interval with lower and upper bounds. The 

optimal controller is found by first choosing the appropriate Q, R, , 𝑘𝑖 and, 𝑘𝑝parameters and 

then performed a system time domain simulation to obtain the characteristics of a system’s 

response. 

The iteration process continues if the satisfactory characteristics are not reached, until 

one of the stopping conditions is achieved. 

5.2 Objective function 

One objective function was used for both LQR and PI algorithms to give the desired time 

response specifications of the closed loop system, and to be minimized in order to obtain the 

optimal solution, in which one fitness function. 

The settling time Ts , the natural frequency n , the damping , the overshoot OS and the 

Integral Square Error  (ISE) are shown in the next equation giving the expression of fitness 

by equation (23): 

fitness = 10 ∗ (ISE) + 10 ∗ (OS) + 10 ∗ (Ts) + 10(ωn) + 10 ∗ (ξ) (23) 
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Figure 4. LQR weighting matrices and PI tuning optimization using DE algorithm 

6. SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 

Simulations were performed firstly on the linearized model (longitudinal and lateral) of 

Cessna Citation X business aircraft, for which its flight dynamics model is represented using 

state space matrices for multiple flight conditions. 

Then, the Stability Augmentation System (SAS) is established using the LQR design 

approach, and is applied on the aircraft to enhance its response. 

Furthermore, the tracking reference signals are ensured by using the PI controller as 

Control Augmentation System (CAS). 

This process was automated using a Graphical User Interface as shown in Figure 5, 

which facilitate to the design engineer the manipulation of some parameters such as the 

design requirements (flying qualities, time response specifications), the parameter to be 

controlled (pitch rate q, pitch angle 𝜃, and roll rate p), and to visualize the responses for the 

entire flight envelope. 
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Figure 5. GUI used in the controller design and optimization 

After the obtaining of optimal weighting matrices, the SAS and the CAS were computed 

for each flight condition, and aircraft configuration. The results obtained by the algorithm 

were given under the form of a set of gains for each inner loop (pitch angle control loop, 

pitch rate control loop, etc.). These gains were next exported into the Matlab’s curve Fitting 

Toolbox in order to compute an interpolation model. Figure 6 shows an example of 

interpolation of the feedback gains Kq and Kw with respect to the altitude h and airspeed VTAS 

for the 4
th
 XCG location 30%. In Figure 6, the data points represent the results obtained with 

the algorithm, and the surface represents the interpolated model for Kq (Figure 6.a) and for 

Kw (Figure 6.b). 
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Figure 6. Gains scheduling with respect to the altitude and airspeed 
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This process was repeated for all the gains for each loop and for each aircraft mass and 

center of gravity position. The results were next formatted into different 4-D Lookup Tables 

in order to allow the linear interpolation for any altitude, airspeed, mass and center of gravity 

position. The results presented in Figure 6 show the smoothness of the scheduling gains. 

Article PART 2 presents the results obtained for each loop. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, some of the FCL design requirements were considered in the FCL 

optimization problem; these requirements were based on a selected set of flying quality 

criteria, and desired temporal ones chosen from the designer experience usually used in 

aircraft control design in the Aeronautical Industry. 

A multi-objectives optimization was presented. First the SAS design was optimized by 

combining the Differential Evolution algorithm (DE) with the LQR method, and secondly 

the DE was used to tune the PI gains for the CAS design in one objective function. 

Due to the complexity of the FCL design and its iterative nature a Graphical User Interface 

was developed to carry on the optimization, and the clearance of the FCL in the entire 

envelope. This computing tool offered the flexibility to change the design requirements if 

needed before a new optimization. 

Using more Complex handling quality and airworthiness requirements in the optimization 

problem could be a subject of future research. 
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